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The effects of weather onto glazing and their 
influence
Part III*: Dew and frost formation on the outside surface of glazing

Hans Joachim Gläser

Fundamental condition of the 
condensation of humidity on outside 
surfaces

Dew is formed on a surface, if its surface temperature 
is lower or equal to the dew point temperature tdew of the 
ambient air. Frost can only be formed, if the temperature 
of the surface is lower or equal to 0 oC. The dew point 
temperature tdew connotes the temperature at which 
the air has 100% relative humidity (rH); then the air is 
saturated with water vapour. In this case, the dew point 
temperature tdew equals to the ambient air temperature. 
At rH smaller than 100%, the dew point temperature 
tdew of the ambient air falls below the air temperature. 
As Figure 1 depicts, the maximum capacity for the 
admittance of water vapour in air (= 100% rH) increases 
with its temperature.

* This part complies to the Chapter 4 of the brochure: “Die Auswirkungen der Witterung auf Verglasungen und ihre Beeinflussung”, published 
by the firm Interpane at Lauenförde (Germany) in March, 2005.

In rooms, e. g. in bathrooms or in kitchens, dew is 
usually formed on surfaces, e. g. on mirrors or on indoor 
surfaces of glazing,  if they are relatively cool and 
warm air affreighted with water vapour, i. e. with a high 
tdew, is streaming on them. This occurs in bathrooms, 
for instance, during showers with warm water or in 
kitchens during cooking. On the outside surface of 
glazing,  the decisive condition for the  condensation 
of water vapour is that its outside surface temperature 
tos is lower or equal to the dew point temperature tdew 
of the outside air. Expressed by a formula, it follows: 
Outside condensation is formed, if tos ≤ tdew. This is a 

Figure 1: Maximum capacity for the admittance of water 
vapour in the air   

fundamental condition of the formation of condensation 
on outside surfaces. 

The appearance of dew and frost on 
the outside surface of glazing

In case of dew and frost on the outside surface, the 
glazing   is translucent  exept  at  a  stripe around 
its  edges, which, as a rule,  remains   transparent 
(see  Figure 2).   Remark:  This is  vice  versa  for  the 
condensation  of  humidity  on  the  indoor  surface  of
glazing.

Figure 2: Skylight with frost on the outside surface

The large-area outside condensation in the middle 
of the glazing cancels out its transparency being a 
fundamental function of it. Therefore, the prevention, at 
least the reduction of the outside condensation, is of an 
existential relevancy for any glazing being predestined 
for dew and frost formation, as it is the case for heat-
insulating glasses marketed today, shown later on.
The reason for the condensing-free stripe around 
the edges of glazing is that  the window frame has  a 
lower heat insulation  than the middle of glazing.  This, 
however, is the rule for the windows marketed today. 
In this case, the window frame acts as a heat bridge to 
outdoor having as a consequence an increase of the 
outside surface temperature in the area near the frame, 
exceeding the dew point temperature of the outside air 
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so that condensation cannot take place. The breadth 
of the condensation-free stripe is a gauge for the 
difference between the heat insulation of the middle of 
the glazing and the window frame. It is the broader, the 
bigger this difference; over and above that, the breadth 
depends on the climatic conditions, too.  
The translucency, also a light-scattering effect like 
the soiling by weather (see the Part I of these report 
series), is evoked by the condensation of air humidity 
on aerosole particles depositing continuously from the 
ambient atmosphere on outside surfaces and being 
known as the condensation germs of rain drops, 
too. At the beginning of dew and frost formation, the 
condensation on the aerosole particles is dominant; 
the wettability of the flat glass surface being super-

hydrophilic or super-hydrophobic does not play a role. 
However, this will be changed with progressing dewing; 
then the appearance of the wetting image converges 
more and more at that during rain (compare Figure 3 
in this report with Figure 4 in the Part II of these report 
series), whereby this situation may not happen so 
often. 

Conditions of the formation of dew and 
frost on the outside of glazing 

For the understanding of the conditions of the formation 
of dew and frost on  the outside surface of glazing,  it is 
important to clarify the heat flows from and to the outside 

Figure 3:  The development of dew formation on the outside surface of test glass samples with different 
wettabilities  
above: at the beginning (look through); middle: progressed state (look through); bottom: most progressed state 
(top view)
Exposed samples from the left: Floatglas = uncoated float glass; Pyrosil = float glass + SiOx coating (Innovent e. V. 
(Jena  (G)); Pyrosil + DSF = float glass + Pyrosil + DSF top coating (Innovent e. V. (Jena, (G)); Activ = float glass + 
photocatalytic TiO2 coating (Pilkington (UK)) 

Figure 4: Heat flows from and to the outside surface of glazing  
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surface (see Figure 4). This heat flows determine the 
outside temperature tos.  

With tos, the outside air temperature to and its relative 
humdity rHo, it can be decided by means of the content 
of water vapour in the air (see Figure 1), whether and 
when, respectively, outside condensation will appear. 
The fundamental condition of the formation of outside 
condensation tos ≤ tdew mentioned above implicates that 
an adequate decrease of the outside temperature tos 
must occur so that dew and frost formation can take 
place at all. This will only take place, if the sum of the 
heat flowing off the outside surface – in essence, these 
are the heat radiation to the sky QRS plus that to the 
environment QRE – is bigger or equal to the sum of the 
heat flowing to the outside surface – in essence, these 
are the absorbed sun energy AS by the glazing (AS 
= αe.QI, where αe is the solare absorbance and QI is 
the incident solare energy) plus the heat flow from the 
indoor through the glazing QU; the latter is equivalent 
to the heat loss through the glazing. Expressed by a 
formula, it follows:

QRS + QRE ≥ AS + QU
This is another premise for the formation of outside 
condensation,  especially   on  glazing;  it  advises 
something about the risk and, therefore, about 
the expected frequency of the formation of dew 
and frost, respectively, on the outside surface of 
glazing.

A decrease of the surface temperature tos occurs, if the 
heat flowing to the outside surface of the glazing  - see 
the right side of the above equation - is smaller than 
that flowing off the glazing – see the left side of the 
equation. In this case, the nature strives to decrease 
the outside surface temperature tos so deeply until 
the heat flows are balanced. However, the relative 
humidity rHo of the outside air determines, whether 
at all or at which outside surface temperature tos the 
condensation on the outside surface of the glazing 
appears.   

As regard to the other heat flows from and to the 
outside surface of glazing,  shown in Figure 4,  it can 
be noticed: The heat flow by convection QC can be 
neclected by the phenomenological treatise of the 
formation of outside condensation performed here, 
because the convecting outside air can decrease the 
outside surface temperature tos maximum down to 
the outside air temperature to. Therefore, QC can only 
evoke condensation in the borderline case, if tos = to = 
tdew. The heat flow because of condensation QCS can 
also be neclected here, as it is the consequence of 
outside condensation. 

Phenomenologically, the following conclusions can be 
drawn from the risk condition mentioned above for the 
formation of dew and frost, respectively, i.e. the outside 
condensation of glazing: 
1. The decrease of the temperature of the outside 

surface tos is the higher, the bigger the difference 

between the heat flowing off and towards this surface. 
But, the deeper the temperature of the outside 
surface is decreased, the larger the temperature 
range, for which outside condensation is possible, 
i.e. the bigger is the risk and, therefore, the higher is 
also the frequency of outside condensation.

2. As the thermal emissivity ε, i. e the heat  emissivity 
of flat glass surfaces is high (ε = 0.84), the risk of 
outside condensation is the higher, the less heat 
flows from the indoor through the glazing to the 
outside surface. This explains, why the frequency 
of the outside condensation of the heat-insulating 
glasses marketed today with a thermal transmittance 
Ug in the middle of the glazing down to 0.5 W/m2K 
in contrast to the conventional insulating glasses 
with Ug ~ 3 W/m2K marketed formerly is complained 
the more, the smaller the Ug value, i. e. the better 
the heat insulation of glazing.  In general,  it can 
be stated: The decrease of the U value of an 
element of building façades increases the risk 
of  the outside condensation on its outside 
surface. 

3. Because the cloudless sky, i. e. a completely clear 
sky, shows a temperature seen from the earth - 
the so-called sky temperature - being 15 to 17 oC 
deeper than the outside air temperature to [1] and, 
in contrast to this, the temperature of the overcast 
sky and that of surfaces in the neighbourhood 
is only 5 oC deeper, more heat is emitted from 
the  outside surface of  glazing to the clear sky 
than to the overcast one and to surfaces in the 
neighbourhood, respectively. Therefore, the risk of 
outside condensation is highest for a clear sky and 
it is lowest for an overcast one. From this, it follows: 
Overcast and clear skies are borderlines between 
those outside condensation can occur. 

4. The risk of outside condensation is the higher, 
the larger the section of sky being seen from the 
glazing. An obliquely installed glazing, e. g. a 
skylight or a roof glazing sees a larger sky section 
than a vertically installed one. Therefore, the risk of 
the outside condensation of the first one is higher. 
It is also important to clarify, whether the emission 
of the heat of a glazing surface is shadowed by the 
window frame, the soffit and the environment, e. 
g. by the vegetation and the development. Thus, it 
is comprehensible that outside condensation can 
more often be observed on a glazing of an vertical 
allglass façade than on a glazing of a residential 
house installed also vertically. 

5. Outside condensation can only be formed, if the 
absorption of the sun radiation AS of the glazing is 
small. This happens, in principle, from just before 
sunset to sunrise, i. e. for a very small incidence of 
sun radiation and at night, whereas the position of 
the installed glazing, i. e. its angle resulting in the 
incident sun radiation and the surface of the glazing 
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determines the timeframe before sunset and after 
sunrise of outside condensation. Therefore, the 
following can be observed:
• Most frequently, outside condensation occurs 

at night, i.e. if QI = AS = 0, independantly of the 
position of the installed glazing. As a rule, the 
outside air temperature to decreases continuously 
in the progressing of night as a consequence of 
the emission of heat to the sky, which increases 
the relative outside air humidity rHo. Therefore, 
in the progressing of night, the risk increases 
that the dew point tdew attains the outside surface 
temperature of the glazing tos or it even falls 
below it. 

• Just before sunset, outside condensation can 
occur on glazing,  especially on skylight  or 
roof glazing,   if the relative outside air humidity 
rHo is high so that already a relatively small 
decrease of the outside surface temperature 
of the glazing tos can evoke its falling below the 
dew point temperature tdew. This can occur as 
a consequence of a high emission of heat QRS 
and, simultaneously, a small absorption of sun 
radiation AS, plus heat flow from the indoor room 
through the glazing. This situation, however, 
takes place less frequently than that at night 
(see also [2]). 

• After sunrise, the outside condensation can 
appear in principle for the same reason than 
before sunset. As a rule, however, the outside 
air heats up very fast after sunrise, whereby the 
relative outside air humidity rHo is decreased. 
Hereby, the dew point temperature of the outside 
air can exceed the outside outside surface of the 
glazing tos again so that outside condensation 
can occur no longer. The outside condensation 
observed after sunrise is formed, as a rule, in the 
course of night. At deep outside air temperatures 
to, however, condensation can be observed on 
glazing with a low Ug  value not irradiated  by the 
sun after the sunrise for a longer period of time, 
e. g.  on glazing oriented to west and north.  This 
condensation can remain on the outside until 
noon and, if the case may be, even longer (see 
also Figure 2b in Part IV). The reason is that in 
this case the absorbed sun energy AS and the 
heat flow from the indoor to the outside surface of 
the glazing QU are insufficient for evaporating the 
dew and frost formation, respectively, because 
water has a high melting and evaporating 
energy.  

For the discussion of the possibilities of the prevention 
of outside condensation, treated in the Part IV of these 
report series, the following indication should be repeated 
once more: The basic condition of the formation of 
dew and frost, respectively, on outside surfaces is the 
condition tos ≤ tdew.

Summary of Part III

• Condensation  on the  outside  surface of glazing 
cancels out   its transparency  by  light  scattering 
and, therefore, the prevention, at least the reduction 
of condensation, is of existential relevance for glazing. 

• Condensation on the outside of surfaces occurs, 
if their surface temperature tos falls below the dew 
point temperature of the ambient air tdew, i.e. if tos ≤ 
tdew. As the surface temperature tos and the relative 
humidity of the outside air rHo determine, whether 
or not outside condensation occurs, and, therefore, 
as both conditions must be fulfilled simultaneously, 
it is reasonable to introduce the term ‘risk of outside 
condensation’ when treating the regularities of 
outside condensation.

• The risk of outside condenstion is the higher, 
the deeper the outside surface temperature is 
decreased.

• The risk of  the outside condensation on glazing is 
high at night and sometimes just before sunset, i. 
e. for no or a very small incidence of sun radiation. 
Then, condensation appears finally, if the emission 
of the heat  from the outside surface of glazing to the 
sky QRS and the clouds QRE (and the environment, 
respectively), is higher than the heat flow from the 
indoor through the glazing to its outside surface 
QU. Hereby, the outside surface temperature tos is 
decreased so that it can fall below the dew point 
temperature of the outside air tdew. 

• Because the latter heat flow is extremly small for 
the heat-insulating glasses marketed today with Ug 
values down to 0.5 W/m2K, it can be understood, 
why the risk of outside condensation increases 
considerably  with the introduction  of  such glazing 
onto the market for sparing energy in contrast to the 
conventional insulating glasses with an Ug value of 
approximately 3 W/m2K marketed formerly.  

• Furthermore, it can be stated that the risk of the 
outside condensation on glazing increases 
- if the sky is clear,
- the larger the sky section is, which the glazing 

sees;  i. e. it  is higher for oblique installed glazing 
than for a vertically installed one,

- if the glazing is not shadowed, e. g. by the window 
frame, the soffit and the environment.
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